
SOUNDWEAR®
Bring Your Hearing Back to Life

Giving you those

priceless moments back

with your loved ones



Who We Are
Founded in 2017, Soundwear has been devoted

to offering quality personal sound amplifier

products (PSAPs) with affordable prices. We

cater to the people who want to live their best

lives but are not able to because of the high

cost of hearing aids and the uncertainty of who

to trust.  We offer a full range of hearing

solutions that will suit the various needs and

lifestyles of all of our customers.

 

As an international supplier, NewSound has

developed several distribution partnerships to

ensure that our products are accessible around

the world. Our distribution center, IMHear

Corporation, located in the USA, distributes

and services products in USA, Canada, and

Mexico. NewSound’s praise as a unique and

optimal hearing aid and PSAP supplier has

garnered over 20 million hearing devices sold

over 15 years. All NewSound’s products are CE

certified and FDA registered to make sure we

are complying with your local regulations and

giving you quality hearing solutions you

deserve.

Our Products

Forte MA
Go anywhere and do everything with our

breakthrough SOUNDWEAR® App. This

advanced personal sound amplifier (PSAP)

easily connects to your iPhone, iPad, or

Android devices

Primo U
Improve your hearing with this Behind-the-Ear

(BTE) SoundWear Primo sound amplifier. The

rechargeable lithium-polymer battery provides

up to 20 hours of use.

Soundstream BW20

Turn up the volume for movies and videos with

this SoundWear BW20 neckband. The remote

transmitter box enables a discreet cord-free

connection, and the app support makes it easy

to control the settings.

ULite 2000

SOUNDWEAR® makes this unprecedented

innovation for an Amplifier and Receiver in-Canal

(RIC) design to enhance your hearing. The Ulite

2000 is a small discreet PSAP for a mild hearing loss

and has a Bluetooth app feature that allows the user

to adjust the hearing device and customize their

listening preferences.

Our Mission
Soundwear is committed to being innovative,

detail-oriented to its customers and quality,

and able to adapt to change. Find the right

hearing solution for you and focus on the

exciting journey to bringing your hearing back

to life!


